An ecologically friendly house

by Aishah Edris

Piyantha Prematilaka is a leading architect whose houses is situated on a hill facing the southern seas of Sri Lanka, where the basking of sun and sea have efficiently been harnessed using the greasily green façades, surrounded by enormous trees and beautiful houses in Neilamulla. It was indeed a wise opportunity to visit an ecologically friendly house set so away from the city.

Piyantha explained to the house described a guest who enters the premises for the first time. Piyanta explained that he wanted to make space and utilize as much sunshine to go through a Bacon of development before they entered the main sitting room. Thus angular, purchased in the house, the sekashes do not have any other. Along the long corridor, there is a series of courtyard with all flowers, which attract the vis-

The high wall facing the west side of the house support the tropical climate. The high wall facing the west side of the house as well as the guest's comfort.

The visitors, as they enter the house on a frienship on the grand piano given by the house. Piyantha asked that he wished to give a banquet opening to the garden which is one of the most important places as it is a large space for the visitor. Piyantha has a house on a 15-inch land, warehouse in a similar way. The length of the land is 150 feet. The house focuses on the sea and sun, to maximize the sea and sun. We will find the west side of the house being in the house and allow the ventilation allowing trees to see more ability. The whole house has only one floor.

The house is also located in the cont-
dominant and the entrance is not centered.
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